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What Does Pathways of Light® Offer You?
Pathways of Light is a spiritually focused, nonprofit organization with over 39 years of service to
spiritual awakening. Pathways of Light, a church
without walls, is dedicated to the recognition of the
loving Teacher within and to creating a worldwide
network of spiritual professionals who share that
recognition.
Pathways of Light offers certification in many courses
for spiritual growth with A Course in Miracles orientation. You can take these facilitated correspondence
courses with your facilitator by phone or in person.
Also serving your growth are the Accessing Inner
Wisdom Counseling, Spiritual Relationships Counseling, 8-week Spiritual Awakening and Healing
Inner Child programs, a Ministerial Training program leading to ordination and ACIM Practitioner
Courses.
Everyone who wants to increase the presence of peace
and joy in their lives is invited to join in this shared
process of coming back to Love, our true nature.
Visit the Pathways of Light web site at
www.PathwaysOfLight.org, or
Email: info@pathwaysoflight.org.

The Pathways of Light programs create
windows in the walls we have built, so
we can learn to look within and recognize
our Self. Through these windows we see
and feel our Inner Light… Pathways of
Light doesn’t lead to something outside
ourselves, but leads to the Light within.

Rev. Bryan Rice, O.M.C.
Accessing Inner Wisdom Counselor
Pathways of Light Group & Course Facilitator
Bryan began his journey with the Pathways of Light
curriculum back in 2009 and has been drawn to it
ever since. Bryan facilitates Pathways of Light OMC
courses, 8-week programs (see other side) and helps
guide others to discover their Inner Teacher and true
Self through Accessing Inner Wisdom Counseling as
well as Miracles Practitioner courses. He officiates
original and customized non-denominational wedding
ceremonies. He also celebrates memorial services, baptisms, and other ceremonies honoring life transitions.
Bryan has been a caregiver to the aging, a counselor to
at-risk youth and has worked in other capacities in the
Human service field as well. His goal is to jumpstart a
grassroots non-profit movement he has called Project
New Humanity. To learn more about that visit his
website projectnewhumanity.org.
Bryan has been on the spiritual journey from an
early age. He has felt the pull of the Divine to awaken
through the study of numerous paths, but none so
diligently as he has through A Course in Miracles
and one of Jeshua’s (Jesus’) other revelations, The Way
of Mastery. Bryan plans to continue using his background in Communications, Film, Video Production,
multi-media, and art his in his ministry. Bryan is a
published author and poet, and is a recording artist,
singer, songwriter, and writes and records meditations
all found on the website bryanrice.org.

Call me at 585-748-7928
Email: newhumanitymedia@gmail.com
Web: projectnewhumanity.org
Web: bryanrice.org
See other side for more information.

Spiritual Awakening 8-Week Program
Uncover your own innate Wisdom in a nurturing environment of safety and trust. As you share your experience with your facilitator, it becomes easier to release
the limiting concepts you no longer need. You get in
touch with your Inner Light and learn that It is always
there for you. Old, limiting habits and beliefs dissolve,
and you create abundance and peace in your life.

Healing Inner Child 8-Week Program
Learn how to give your needy inner child the nurturing
attention it has always wanted. The shared experiences
and activities provide a rich opportunity to release
limiting fears and bring more unconditional love into
your life. Weekly focus cards and a guided meditation
CD will help you bring your inner child issues to your
Higher Self for transformation.

Inner Healing
Correspondence Courses
Leading to Ordination
These credentialed correspondence courses help you
access Inner Wisdom and offer you a way to accelerate your growth at home. They are experiential, and
when completed, lead to certification as an Ordained
Ministerial Counselor.

A Course in Miracles
ACIM Practitioner Courses
These credentialed ACIM Practitioner courses provide
helpful tools for making the message of A Course in
Miracles a way of life. They include a 3-ring binder with
2 CD’s, 54-page workbook, laminated reminder cards
and laminated poster. You have the option to work
with a mind healing partner. For a free catalog with
full course descriptions, call 1-800-323-7284.

Accessing Inner Wisdom Counseling
There are times when you may need personal attention
in a one-on-one setting. The pace needs to be tailored
to fit your unique needs. In the Accessing Inner Wisdom Counseling, the focus is on allowing your Inner
Wisdom to enrich your spiritual growth and help you
heal in a way that is best for you.
Everyone has times when they feel anxious, fearful,
tense or angry and cannot seem to break loose from it.
You may be experiencing an undesirable habit which
seems to control you. Or your mind may be return-

ing again and again to review a scene which upsets or
disturbs you. You may be experiencing dis-ease and
need insight from Inner Wisdom on how to create
things differently.
In times like these, it is helpful to be able to work with
an Accessing Inner Wisdom Counselor trained to
help you access the highest Wisdom within you. The
spiritual counselor can help you gain insight into this
situation so you can see it from a higher perspective.
This counseling sets the stage for you to take a look at
unconscious “thought clusters” which may be behind
the discomfort you are experiencing. After this is
brought fully into conscious awareness, the spiritual
counselor will help you get back in touch with your
Inner Peace.
This opens the door to let the knowledge of your Inner
Wisdom through to help you see the reality surrounding the fear, tension, anxiety or lack of peace. With the
help of your Inner Wisdom, your perception is healed.
You are able to see clearly again. You are able to break
through the self-created barriers and take an important
step in your awakening process.
In the counseling session, you are helped at your own
pace to stimulate discovery of your Inner Wisdom in the
most loving and accepting way possible. You are guided
to tap your inner resources and open your channels of
inner communication. As part of this counseling, you
will receive an Accessing Inner Wisdom Counseling
Sheet. It provides a record of your goal for the counseling session, what thoughts may block achieving
your goal, and the insight received from your Inner
Guidance. This Wisdom will help you see this area of
your life with greater awareness. The session lasts 1 to 11/2 hours.
Contact Rev. Bryan Rice for information and costs.

Relationship Enhancement Counseling
When partners or friends have the attitudes, skills
and understanding needed to create a “safe haven”
that nurtures the growth of each, relationships are
a light-filled experience. If you would like to create
this kind of relationship with your partner or friend,
you can learn to apply important attitudes and skills
to your relationship with the guidance of Rev. Bryan
Rice. Bryan is a Relationship Enhancement Counselor
who is trained to help you learn how to be each other’s
best friend — how to create an atmosphere of safety
and trust, where you feel safe enough to talk through
anything, including your deepest fears.

